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Carpenter Nordic

Carpenter trousers EPIC, Carpenter Nordic

A functional pair of carpenter trousers treated with EPIC highly 
water-repellent finish. The trousers feature generous pockets and 
compartments for tools, double hammer loops, a zip-up leg 
pocket, mobile phone pocket and ID card pocket. Most of the 
pockets plus the knees and ankles are reinforced for lasting wear. 
Approved kneepads: Order no.:  972290 or 972292. Our test 
pilots are full of praise for these trousers. They are extremely satis-
fied with the quality, functionality, features and fit as well as the 
comfort of being able to work in a pair of cotton-feel trousers 
even in the rain. Fabric Canvas, 60% Cotton/40% Polyester 370 
g/m².  Reinforced with 100% polyamide. Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60, 92 - 124, 146 - 156

Order no.: 685072899  

Carpenter trousers stretch, Carpenter Nordic

Stretch panels in the crotch, rear and calves provide maximum 
comfort and ease of movement. The trousers feature many func-
tional pockets and compartments for tools, double hammer loops, 
a zip-up leg pocket, mobile phone pocket and ID card pocket. 
Most of the pockets plus the knees and ankles are reinforced for 
lasting wear. Approved kneepads: Order no.:  972290 or 972292. 
Fabric Canvas, 100% Cotton 350 g/m², Stretch: 49% polyamide/
42% polyester/9% elastane and Reinforced with 100% polya-
mide. Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60, 92 - 124, 146 - 156

Order no.: 686070836 Grey
 686070899 Black

Carpenter Nordic- a functional and trendy collection that meets the high standards required by tradesmen for workwear 
that can be worn both on and off the job. Great emphasis is placed on the functionality, durability, comfort and fit of the 
clothing and fabrics. The design has a "Nordic touch", with tops in a range of colours that can be simply combined with 
the carpenter trousers for a stylish look.

EPIC
Rainproof
Water-repellent
Wind-repellent
Quick-dry
Breathable
UV protective
Permanent
Environmentally-friendly

Stretch trousers, Carpenter Nordic

Trousers in a combination of polyester/cotton and stretch. Stretch 
panels in the crotch, rear and calves provide maximum comfort 
and ease of movement. The trousers feature many functional 
pockets and compartments for tools, double hammer loops, a zip-
up leg pocket, mobile phone pocket and ID card pocket. Most of 
the pockets plus the knees and ankles are reinforced for lasting 
wear. Approved kneepads: Order no.: 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 
65% polyester/35% cotton, 260/m², Stretch: 49% Polyamide, 
42% Polyester, 9% Elastane and reinforced with 100% Polya-
mide. Wash at 60°.

Size:  44 - 60, 92 - 124, 146 - 156

Order no.: 696072599   

New!
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Technical Sweatshirt, Carpenter Nordic 

Functional sweatshirt with a long zip, chest pocket and 
two zip-up side pockets. Dark reflectors on the sleeves 
for increased visibility. Thumbhole cuffs. Fabric, 100% 
Polyester, 220 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 938079025 Red
 938079066 Blue
 938079099 Black

Carpenter Nordic

New!

Jeans, Carpenter Nordic

Pre-washed jeans with the right look. Double 
back pockets, leg pockets on the left leg, one 
with a zipper, leg pockets on the right leg with 
space for yardstick, pens, etc. Solid side pockets, 
coin pocket and D-ring. Pre-bent knees for bet-
ter comfort. Fabric 100% cotton (Denim), 
approx. 400 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

Order no.: 662070173    

New!

Soft-shell jacket, Carpenter Nordic 

Lightweight, versatile and water-resistant, three-layer, 
soft-shell jacket with excellent breathability. Draw-
strings in the hood and hem to tighten the fit, zip-up 
inside pocket, adjustable cuffs and narrow, dark 
reflectors on the sleeves for increased visibility. Fabric, 
100% Polyester, 195 g/m². Waterproof rating 15,000 
mm, breathability of 15,000 g/m²/24h. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 941075999    
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Carpenter Nordic

Hat, Carpenter Nordic

Comfortable hat made of single jersey fabric. 
Fabric, 95% Cotton/5% Elastane. Wash at 40º.

Order no.: 094070066  Blue
 094070099  Black

Neck warmer, Carpenter Nordic

Reversible black or blue neck warmer, made of single 
jersey fabric. Fabric, 95% Cotton/5% Elastane. Wash 
at 40º.

Order no.: 095070099    

Sailor bag, Carpenter Nordic

Spacious sailor bag with sturdy drawstring closure at 
the top. Two practical adjustable straps. All seams 
are taped to keep contents dry even if the bag is 
placed on wet ground. Size: 85x42 cm. Fabric: 
Polyster/waterproof PU coating.

Order no.: 098070099    

T-shirt, Carpenter Nordic

Pre-washed T-shirt with print and a more body-hug-
ging fit than the Carpenter ACE T-shirt. Fabric, 100% 
Cotton, 190 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 069179501  White
 069179516  Dark yellow
 069179525  Red
 069179569  Navy
 069179599  Black

Long-sleeve T-shirt, Carpenter Nordic

Pre-washed T-shirt with discrete print at the 
back of the neck. Fabric, 100% Cotton, 190 g/
m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 070179599    
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Carpenter Jubilee
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Carpenter ACE
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Pirate trousers, Carpenter ACE

Same features as the carpenter trousers. The pirate trou-
sers feature a drawstring to adjust the width of the leg 
opening. Use approved, short kneepads, order no.: 
972291 or 972293. Fabric: Canvas, 100% cotton, 350 g/
m². Wash at 60º.
 
Size:  44 - 62

Order no.: 680070846  Clay
 680070869  Navy
 680070899  Black

Carpenter ACE

Shorts, Carpenter ACE

Same features as the carpenter trousers but the shorts 
do not have kneepad pockets. Fabric: Canvas, 100% 
cotton, 350 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 62

Order no.: 040070846  Clay
 040070869  Navy
 040070899  Black

Floor laying trousers, Carpenter ACE

Floor laying trousers with enough pockets to hold all 
those carpet-laying knives. The trousers also feature prac-
tical pockets and compartments for tools, double hammer 
loops, a zip-up leg pocket, mobile phone pocket and ID 
card pocket. Most of the pockets plus the knees and 
ankles are reinforced for lasting wear. Use approved, long 
kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 
Canvas, 100% cotton, 350 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  148 - 156

Order no.: 681070836  Grey
 681070899  Black

Carpenter trousers, Carpenter ACE

Carpenter trousers with lots of functional pockets and com-
partments for tools, keys, etc. Features tool pockets, double 
hammer loops, a zip-up leg pocket and pockets for a 
mobile phone, first-aid kit, drill bits, ID card and pens. A 
small pocket on the lower leg makes it easier to work when 
kneeling. Most of the pockets are reinforced for lasting 
wear. Reflective piping on the left leg also provides some 
visibility in the dark. Removable key strap in the right-hand 
pocket. The trousers have reinforcements on critical areas. 
Use approved, long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 
or 972292. Fabric: Canvas, 100% cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 
at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156
 

Order no.: 675070846  Clay
 675070869  Navy
 675070899  Black
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Carpenter ACE

Cargo trousers, Carpenter ACE

Cargo trousers with practical zip-up leg pocket and mobile 
phone and pen pockets. Removable key strap in the right-hand 
pocket. The fabric feels like cotton but is a polyester/cotton mix 
for excellent durability and colourfastness. Brushed inside for 
added comfort. Fabric: Canvas, 65% polyester/35% cotton, 
310 g/m². Wash at 60º. Black.

Size:  44 - 60, 92 - 124, 146 - 156

Order no.:  676073899  

Soft-shell jacket, Carpenter ACE

Water-resistant, three-layer, ripstop, soft-shell jacket with excel-
lent breathability. The ripstop gives the material extra strength 
and prevents tears, minimises damage from holes and is still soft 
and comfortable. An additional feature is the printed pattern on 
the jacket's fleece inner. Waterproof zip. Internal pocket and 
mobile phone pocket inside the jacket. Removable key strap in 
the right-hand pocket. Fabric: Soft-shell/ripstop, printed fleece 
inner, 85% polyester/15% polyurethane, 285 g/m². The fabric 
has a waterproof rating of 7,000 mm and breathability of 
15,000 g/m²/24h. However, the jacket seams are not taped. 
Wash at 40º. Black.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.:  928076199  

Bonded fleece jacket, Carpenter ACE

Wind-proof and water-repellent fleece jacket. The fabric is a 
three-layer fleece with black mesh on the inside. Reinforced 
with polyamide. The jacket features lots of functional pockets 
and a practical inside pocket. Removable key strap in the 
right-hand pocket. Fabric: Laminated fleece, 100% polyester, 
325 g/m². The fabric has a waterproof rating of 5,000 mm 
and breathability of 2,000 g/m²/24h. However, the jacket 
seams are not taped. Wash at 40º. Black.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 930079799  

Sweat jacket with hood, Carpenter ACE

A hooded jacket with print on the left side, brushed inside for 
added comfort and canvas reinforcements on critical areas. 
Internal pocket and mobile phone pocket inside the jacket. 
Removable key strap in the right-hand pocket. The garment is 
pre-washed to give it a comfortable feel and reduce the risk of 
shrinkage. Variations in colour may occur. Fabric: Tricot, 80% 
cotton/20% polyester, 340 g/m². Wash at 40º. Black.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 929079899  
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Sweatshirt with long zip

Sweatshirt with full-length zip and two pockets, the 
right one with an extra zip-up pocket. Fabric: 80% 
cotton/20% polyester, 340 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 933079869  Navy
 933079899  Black

Carpenter ACE

Sweatshirt with short zip

Sweatshirt with short zip in the collar and two pockets, 
the right one with an extra zip-up pocket. Fabric: 80% 
cotton/20% polyester, 340 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 064079869  Navy
 064079899  Black

Belt, Carpenter ACE

Cotton belt with ACE print and bottle opener on 
the back of the buckle. Fabric: 100% cotton, metal 
buckle. 130 cm long. Black with print.

Order no.: 080070099  
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Carpenter ACE

T-shirt, Carpenter ACE

T-shirt ACE The garment is pre-washed to give it a 
comfortable feel and reduce the risk of shrinkage. 
Variations in colour may occur. Fabric: Tricot/single 
jersey, 100% cotton, 230 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 062079501  White
 062079569  Navy
 062079599  Black

Polo shirt, Carpenter ACE

This polo shirt made of softest cotton has been pre-
washed to give it a comfortable feel and reduce the risk 
of shrinkage. Variations in colour may occur. Fabric: Tri-
cot/piqué, 100% cotton, 230 g/m². 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 060071169  Navy
 060071199  Black

T-shirt with print, Carpenter ACE

T-shirt with print on the left side. The garment is 
pre-washed to give it a comfortable feel and 
reduce the risk of shrinkage. Variations in colour 
may occur. Fabric: Tricot/single jersey, 100% cot-
ton, 230 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 062179501  White
 062179520  Orange
 062179546  Clay
 062179599  Black

T-shirt with print, Carpenter ACE

New prints on Björnkläder's popular ACE T-
shirt. The garment is pre-washed to give it a 
comfortable feel and reduce the risk of shrink-
age. Variations in colour may occur. Fabric: Tri-
cot/single jersey, 100% cotton, 230 g/m². 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 062379520  Orange
 062379546  Clay
 062379599  Black
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Carpenter trousers Class 1

Carpenter trousers Class 1. These trousers have an excellent fit 
and reinforcements on critical areas such as the knees and ankles. 
Roomy, hard-wearing side pockets, D-rings and smart solutions 
to keep mobile phones, keys, etc. organised. There is an ID card 
pocket below the right-hand tool pocket. Practical ruler pocket 
and an extra zip-up leg pocket. Use approved, long kneepads, 
order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 
at 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 156
CE: EN471 Class 1

Order no.: 665170469  Navy
 665170499  Black

Carpenter Jubilee

Carpenter trousers, Carpenter Jubilee

These trousers have an excellent fit and reinforcements on 
critical areas such as the knees and ankles. Roomy, hard-
wearing side pockets, D-rings and smart solutions to keep 
mobile phones, keys, etc. organised. There is an ID card 
pocket below the right-hand tool pocket. Practical ruler 
pocket and an extra zip-up leg pocket. Use approved, long 
kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Cotton, 
350 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60 (Black: 44 - 64),  96 - 120,  146 - 156

Order no.: 665000436  Grey
 665000442  Khaki
 665000469  Navy
 665000499  Black

Women's trousers, Carpenter Jubilee

The trousers have a women's fit and have reinforcements on critical 
areas such as the knees and ankles. Roomy, hard-wearing side pock-
ets, D-rings and smart solutions to keep mobile phones, keys, etc. 
organised. There is an ID card pocket below the right-hand tool 
pocket. Practical ruler pocket and an extra zip-up leg pocket. The 
trousers feature a double-fold hem with a seam that can be 
unpicked if you need them longer. The new length trousers are pre-
hemmed and ready to wear. Use approved, long kneepads, order 
no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Cotton, 350 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  34 - 50 (Cerise:  36 - 48)

Order no.: 640000423  Cerise
 640000469  Navy
 640000499  Black

EN 471 
Class 1

Carpenter Jubilee
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Carpenter Jubilee

Dungarees, Carpenter Jubilee

Comfortable, well-fitting cotton dungarees with robust 
reinforcements at the critical wear zones! Plenty of side 
and back pockets for tools, rulers, mobile phone and a 
secure zip pocket for safely storing a wallet or other 
valuable items. Key holder, D-rings and ID card holder. 
Use approved, long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 
972290 or 972292. Fabric: 100% cotton, weight 350 
g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  46 - 60,  100 - 120,  148 - 154

Order no.: 156000436  Grey
 156000469  Navy
 156000499  Black

Rubber kneepads

Robust, black, rubber kneepads available in 
two lengths. The appropriate length is stated 
in the trouser description. The pads are 
designed to shape to the contours of the 
knee to provide greater stability when kneel-
ing. 

Order no.: 972290  290x147x16 mm
 972291  240x147x16 mm

Polythene kneepads

Robust, grey polythene kneepads availa-
ble in two lengths. The appropriate 
length is stated in the trouser description. 

Order no.: 972292  290x147x20 mm
 972293  240x147x20 mm

Kneepads in ultra-robust rubber/
PU

Our hardest-wearing kneepads made of 
rubber/PU. The rubber and polyurethane 
combination ensures superior comfort. The 
pads are designed to shape to the contours 
of the knee to provide greater stability when 
kneeling.  

Order no.: 972294  290x147x30 mm  

Pirate trousers, Carpenter Jubilee

Reinforced pirate trousers. Pockets for ID card, tools 
and ruler, back pockets and a mobile phone pocket on 
the leg. Zip pocket on the leg. Cotton, 350 g/m². Use 
approved, short kneepads, order no.: 972291 or 
972293. Wash at 60º. Black.

Size:  44 - 60

Order no.:  670070499  
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Carpenter Jubilee

Shorts, Carpenter Jubilee

Excellent fitting shorts with reinforced tool pockets. 
Roomy, hard-wearing side pockets, D-rings and smart 
solutions to keep mobile phones, keys, etc. organised. 
There is an ID card pocket below the right-hand tool 
pocket. Practical ruler pocket and an extra zip-up leg 
pocket. Cotton, 350 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60

Order no.:033000436  Grey
033000469  Navy
033000499  Black

Jacket, Carpenter Jubilee

Tough, well-fitting, 100% cotton jacket. Pre-shaped 
sleeves ensure a natural working position and maxi-
mum ease of movement. The sleeves are also rein-
forced on critical areas. Adjustable at the waist and 
cuffs. Two large chest pockets, two roomy side pock-
ets, inside pocket, mobile phone pocket, ID card 
pocket, D-ring and key holder. 350 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 722070469  Navy
 722070499  Black

Tool vest, Carpenter Jubilee

A tool vest with compact padding over the shoulders 
and a cut that efficiently distributes the weight. The 
stretch belt at the waist can be tightened to move the 
weight to the hips. Comfortable. Four reinforced tool 
pockets, two chest pockets, drill bit pocket and mobile-
phone pocket. Double hammer loops and knife holder. 
Mesh lining over the back and chest for ventilation. 
Cotton 350 g/m². Black. Wash at 60º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no.: 447070499    

Jacket with visibility

Jacket designed with high-visibility colours, reflec-
tors on shoulders and sleeves. Chest pocket, pen 
pocket and two side pockets, the right one with a 
safety pocket and D-ring. One of the two inside 
pockets has a zip. Longer back for added comfort. 
Fabric 100% cotton, 350 g/m², high-visibility pan-
els 80% polyester/20% cotton 300 g/m². Wash at 
60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 712010469  Navy/yellow
 712010499  Black/yellow
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Carpenter Jubilee
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Carpenter trousers

Carpenter trousers with an exceptionally comforta-
ble fit and functional pockets and compartments for 
tools. A practical leg pocket with an additional 
pocket for a mobile phone, ruler pocket, knife but-
ton and ID card pocket. Hidden knife and waistband 
buttons to avoid scratching cars etc. The knees are 
reinforced with polyamide. Use approved, long 
kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 
Fabric: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash 
at 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no.: 693072436  Grey
 693072469  Navy
 693072499  Black

Technique, polyester/cotton

Trousers

Trousers with superb fit, lots of practical pockets and 
internal knee pockets at the right height. Pre-shaped 
legs. Contrasting colour seams add style.  Use 
approved, long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 
or 972292. 65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Wash at 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no.: 673072436  Grey
 673072469  Navy
 673072499  Black

Women's trousers

Women's trousers with superb fit, lots of practical 
pockets and internal knee pockets at the right 
height. Pre-shaped legs. Contrasting colour 
seams add style.  Use approved, long kneepads, 
order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 65% pol-
yester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². Are the trou-
sers too short? Unpick the seam to give the pre-
hemmed legs extra length!. Wash at 85º.

Size:  34 - 54

Order no.: 644072436  Grey
 644072469  Navy
 644072499  Black

Fabric description
A 65% polyester and 35% cotton 
mix combines the best properties 
of both fabrics. We have lightly 
brushed the inside of the fabric for 
increased comfort. The garment 
weighs 245 g/m², is fade and 
shrink resistant, very hard-wearing 
and long-lasting. All in all, excellent 
value for money!
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Trousers with visibility

The trousers' grey reflective panels are very visible when 
light hits them. Excellent fit and lots of practical pockets. 
Use approved, long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 
or 972292. Fabric: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no.:  684072499  Black

Pirate trousers

Pirate trousers with lots of functional pockets for rulers, 
pens and leg pocket for a phone, notebook and first-aid 
kit. Internal knee pockets and pre-shaped knees. D-ring 
for attaching key straps, etc. Use approved, short knee-
pads, order no.: 972291 or 972293. Fabric: 65% polyes-
ter/35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash at 85º. Black.

Size:  44 - 62,  92 - 120

Order no.:   683072499  

Carpenter shorts

Carpenter shorts with tried and tested tool 
pockets. Polyamide-reinforced tool pocket on 
the right. Plenty of practical pockets for hold-
ing tools. Hidden knife and waistband buttons 
to avoid scratching cars etc. Pocket for ruler 
and leg pocket for a phone, notebook and 
first-aid kit. Fabric: 65% polyester/35% cot-
ton, 245 g/m². Black. Wash at 85º.

Size:  44 - 64

Order no.: 034072499      

Shorts

Excellent fit, roomy side pockets. Two back pockets, 
one with a flap. Large, practical flap pocket on the 
left leg. Ruler and mobile phone pockets on the 
right leg. Contrasting colour seams. Fabric: 65% 
polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash at 85º.

Size:  44 - 62

Order no.: 023072436  Grey
 023072469  Navy
 023072499  Black

Technique, polyester/cotton
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Technique, polyester/cotton

Boiler suit with zip

Boiler suit with zip and pre-shaped sleeves and 
legs for an even better fit. Contrasting colour 
seams. Leg, ruler and many other pockets make 
your work easier. We have put the kneepad 
pockets on the inside.  Use approved, long knee-
pads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 
65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Wash at 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  146 - 158

Order no.: 883072436  Grey
 883072469  Navy
 883072499  Black

Sleeveless overalls

Sleeveless overalls with lots of pockets, 
pre-shaped legs and internal knee 
pockets. Back net for added comfort. 
Contrasting colour seams. Use match-
ing, approved, long kneepads, order 
no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 65% 
polyester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Navy. Wash at 85°.

Size:  46 - 60

Order no.: 146072469    

Dungarees

Dungarees with adjustable elastic straps. 
Pre-shaped legs. Back, chest and leg pock-
ets plus pockets for ruler and mobile 
phone. Contrasting colour seams. Use 
approved, long kneepads, order no.: 
972294, 972290 or 972292. 65% polyes-
ter and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash at 
85º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120

Order no.: 121072436  Grey
 121072469  Navy
 121072499  Black

Jacket

When it comes to fit and design, we have been inspired 
by the denim jacket. We have added practical pockets on 
the outside and inside. Contrasting colour seams add 
style and pre-shaped sleeves ensure a comfortable work-
ing position. 65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Wash at 85º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 720072469  Navy
 720072499  Black

Sweatshirt with visibility

Sweatshirt with high-visibility panels and small reflectors that 
make you visible. Two side pockets, the right one with a 
safety pocket and D-ring. Fabric 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
High-visibility fabric: 50% cotton/50% polyester. Wash at 
40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 936019869  Navy/yellow
 936019899  Black/yellow
 936029899  Black/orange
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Technique is also available in cotton!

Technology, 100% cotton

Fabric description
100% cotton. We chose a cot-
ton twill with a weight of 300 
g/m² to achieve the combina-
tion of strength and comfort. 
Easy-to-wear.

Cotton boiler suit with snap fasteners

Boiler suit with pre-shaped sleeves and legs for an even 
better fit. Leg, ruler and many other pockets make your 
work easier. We have put the kneepad pockets on the 
inside. With buttons. Use approved, long kneepads, order 
no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 100% cotton. Wash at 
85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  146 - 158

Order no.: 883170369  Navy
 883170399  Black

Cotton trousers

Cotton trousers with superb fit, lots of practical pockets 
and internal knee pockets at the right height. Pre-shaped 
legs. Contrasting colour seams add style. Use approved, 
long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 
100% cotton. Wash at 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no.: 673070369  Navy
 673070399  Black
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Comfortable and durable clothes!

Jacket Niche

Jacket with high, protective collar, pouch chest 
pockets, side pockets and inside zip pocket. Inside 
mobile phone pocket. Longer back. All external 
zips and buttons are covered to prevent unwel-
come scratches to products. Wash at 60º. Dark 
grey/black.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 709002438  
 

Carpenter trousers Niche

Carpenter trousers with reinforced tool pockets with different sec-
tions for carrying smaller tools and a measuring tape pocket. The 
back pouch pockets have flaps for safe and comfortable storage. 
Ruler, mobile phone and leg pockets. Reinforced knees and knee-
pad pockets with internal openings to keep the pads in place. ID 
card pocket.  Use approved, long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 
972290 or 972292. Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

Order no.: 213172438  Dark grey/black
 213172441  Light khaki/dark grey
 213172469  Navy/black
 213172499  Black/black

Twenty-Four-Seven

Trousers Up Front

Trousers with two generous leg pockets, the right one with 
a mobile phone pocket, back flap pockets and roomy side 
pockets. We have reinforced the bottom of the side pock-
ets to ensure the lining lasts as long as the trousers. But-
tons and zips are positioned with product safety in mind. 
65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash at 85º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

Order no.: 671002438  Dark grey/grey
 671002469  Navy/blue
 671002499  Black/dark grey

The foreman's favourite coat

A traditional item of clothing. Fastens with snap 
fasteners. A chest pocket and two reinforced 
external side patch pockets. Fabric: Polyester/
cotton. Fabric weight: 245 g/m². Colour: Navy. 
Wash at 85º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no.: 513001369    

Fabric description
A 65% polyester and 35% cotton mix com-
bines the best properties of both fabrics. We 
have lightly brushed the inside of the fabric 
for increased comfort. The garment weighs 
245 g/m², 
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On Duty
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On Duty

Comfortable clothing with a modern design!
A new functional collection developed for customers who need good-looking, fashionable and comfortable clothes for a 
whole day at work. Designed for the following professionals: Sales persons, technicians, service staff etc. The clothes are 
equally suitable both on and off the job.

Trousers

Functional trousers with a slightly more tight fit and pre-bent 
knees. Large side pockets and leg pockets with space for yard-
stick, pens, mobile phone etc. Zip-up left leg pocket. ID card 
pocket in the left leg pocket. D-rings at the hem and inside the 
right-hand side pocket. Two back pockets with flap. Fabric 65% 
polyester/35% cotton. 260 g/m². Wash at 60°. 

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

Order no.: 687072599    

Stretch trousers

Stretch panels at the back, in the crotch and above the knee for 
freedom of movement. Trousers with a slightly more tight fit 
and pre-bent knees. Large side pockets and right leg pockets 
with space for yardstick, pens, mobile phone etc. Zip-up left leg 
pocket, with ID-card pocket. D-rings at the hem and inside the 
right-hand side pocket. Two back pockets. Fabric 65% polyes-
ter/35% cotton. 260 g/m², Stretch: 49% polyamide/42% pol-
yester/9% elastane. Wash at 60°. 

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

Order no.: 692072599    

New!

New!

Service trousers

Cotton rich trousers that are smart, stylish and practical. Leg 
pockets with double compartments, one of them with a zip. 
Two back pockets with flap, side pockets, one of them with a 
coin pocket and double pen pockets on the left leg. Fabric: 
60% cotton/40% polyester, 260 g/m², Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

Order no.: 682072069  Navy
 682072099  Black
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Jacket

Lightly padded jacket for year-round use. With a combination 
of two structured fabrics and stretch panels under the arms 
and back, the jacket is comfortable with a cool design. Two 
zip-up large side pockets and two chest pockets, one with zip. 
Adjustable cuffs, a small reflective detail at the back and dou-
ble inner pockets inside as well as a zip which allows the 
jacket to be opened out if you want to print on the back, for 
example. Fabric 65% polyester/35% cotton. 240 g/m², 
Stretch: 49% polyamide/42% polyester/9% elastane. Wash 
at 40°. 

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 728077599    

New!

Softshell Vest, 3-layer

Light and practical vest made of a functional three layer material. 
Double side pockets with extra zip-up security pockets inside. A 
mobile cable can be kept securely in the jacket by inserting it 
through an eyelet from the right pocket into the jacket to a loop at 
the collar. Chest pocket and D-ring inside the right-hand side 
pocket. Fabric 100% polyester, 195 g/m². Waterproof rating 
15,000 mm, breathability of 15,000 g/m²/24h. Wash at 40°. 

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 459075925  Red/black
 459075937  Graphite/black
 459075999  Black

New!

Cap

Practical cap that looks good too, adjustable at the 
neck for the right fit. As an added function, the cap is 
foldable, easy to put in your pocket! Fabric, cotton/
polyester. 

Size:  S/M - L/XL

Order no.: 085000099    

New!

On Duty

Women's trousers

Modern, stylish trousers that fit perfectly! Pocket on right leg 
with dual compartments, one with zip. Small pen pocket on 
the left leg. Smooth, stylish back pockets. Fabric 60% cot-
ton/40% polyester, 260 g/m². Wash at 60°. 

Size:  34 - 54

Order no.: 645072069  Navy
 645072099  Black

New!
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On Duty

Polo shirt, On Duty

Polo shirt with front zip, chest pocket. Stretchy, 
highly-functional fabric, moisture absorbent 
and quick drying. 100% polyester, 170 g/m². 
Quick-dry. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 057079369  Navy
 057079399  Black

Fleece jacket

Fleece jacket with elastic drawstring in the hem, 
chest pocket and two generous side pockets, the 
right one with an extra zip-up pocket and D-ring. 
Fabric: 100% polyester, 260 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 934079736  Grey
 934079769  Navy
 934079799  Black

Women's fleece jacket

Women's fleece jacket with elastic drawstring in the 
hem and two generous side pockets, the right one 
with an extra zip-up pocket and D-ring. Fabric: 
100% polyester, 260 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 555079725  Red
 555079769  Navy
 555079799  Black

Hood, On Duty

A very popular hood made of a soft fabric which is 
roughened on the inside. Hood, large pockets and 
a practical chest pocket. Fabric: 80% cotton/20% 
polyester, weight 340 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 926079899  Black
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Lightweight, comfortable, safe flame-
resistant clothing!
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Flame-resistant 370 g/m²

Jacket

Flame-resistant jacket with pre-shaped sleeves and 
adjustable hem for added comfort. Several practical pock-
ets, ID card pocket and removable key strap. Spacious zip 
pocket and a mobile phone pocket inside the jacket. Zip-
up jacket. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% anti-
static, canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 779076269  Navy/red
 779076299  Black/grey

Comfortable flame-resistant clothing!

Carpenter trousers

Functional, flame-resistant, carpenter trousers with 
a knife button, hammer loop, leg pocket, removable 
key strap, pockets for tools, ruler, phone, first-aid 
kit, ID card and pens, and pre-shaped knees with 
inside kneepad pockets. Use approved, long knee-
pads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 
77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, 
approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

CE: EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 208076269  Navy/red
 208076299  Black/grey

Fabric description
We have used a canvas-weave fabric for our flame-resistant collection on pages 24-25 and high visibility clothing on 
pages 28-29. The fabric offers excellent durability and comfort. The fabric composition is 77% cotton/22% polyester/
1% antistatic, approx. 370 g/m². The fabric is certified according to the Oeko-Tex standard.

The flame-resistant treatment reacts with the cotton fibres in the fabric and forms a stable compound that provides 
permanent flame protection. The fabric is certified according to the following standards: 

• EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, D0, E3, F1 
• EN ISO 11611, Class 1
• EN 1149-5
• IEC 61482-2, Class 1
• EN 471 (For high-visibility fabric)
More information about these standards is available on the information pages at the beginning of the catalogue. 
Note: See the information for the relevant garment for information on the standards to which it is certified.
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Flame-resistant 370 g/m²

Clothing for welders!

Jacket

Flame-resistant jacket that also withstands welding work. It has pre-
shaped sleeves and adjustable hem for added comfort. Double chest 
pockets, ID card pocket and removable key strap. Spacious zip 
pocket and a mobile phone pocket inside the jacket. The jacket 
closes with snap fasteners. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% 
antistatic, canvas, approx 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 772076269  Navy/red
 772076299  Black/grey

Boiler suit

Flame-resistant boiler suit for welding work etc. Features double chest 
pockets, leg pocket, pockets for ruler, phone and ID card, a knife button, 
removable key strap and pre-shaped knees with inside pad pockets. The 
boiler suit closes with snap fasteners. Use approved, long kneepads, 
order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyes-
ter/1% antistatic, canvas, approx 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 845076269    

Trousers

Flame-resistant trousers that also withstand welding work. Fea-
tures leg pocket, pockets for ruler, phone and ID card, a knife 
button and pre-shaped knees with inside pad pockets. Use 
approved, long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, can-
vas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 205076269  Navy/red
 205076299  Black/grey

Boiler suit

Flame-resistant boiler suit, similar to 845076269, but with 
through pockets under the side pockets. (This means that 
the certifications for these two boiler suits are slightly dif-
ferent.) Fabric 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, 
approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN ISO 11611, A1 - Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 852056269    
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Shirt

Flame-resistant shirt with hidden snap fasteners and two 
practical chest pockets. Fabric: 98% cotton/2% antistatic. 
230 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE:  EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1  
                 EN 1149-5 
                 IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 953054825  Red
 953054869  Navy
 953054899  Black

Long-sleeve polo shirt

A comfortable, flame-resistant polo shirt with long 
sleeves. Fabric 60% modacrylic/40% cotton, 265 g/
m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE:  EN ISO 11612 A1, B1, C1
                 IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 984625  Red
 984676  Navy
 984699  Black

Padded, flame-resistant jacket

Padded, flame-resistant jacket with high protective collar, zip 
with wind resistant placket, lots of functional pockets, inner 
pocket, removable and adjustable hood and cuffs inside the 
sleeve ends. Elastic drawstring in both hood and hem, ID card 
pocket in right chest pocket. Zip at lower back allows space for 
logo printing. Fabric 55% modacrylic/44% cotton/1% antistatic. 
290 g/m². The jacket has fully taped seams making it wind and 
waterproof. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1

IEC 61482-2, Class 1
EN 1149-5
EN 343

Order no.: 766057869    

Lightly-padded, flame-resistant trousers

Lightly-padded, flame-resistant trousers with leg pocket. There 
is an ID card pocket inside the leg pocket. Zips in the ankles for 
convenience. Fabric: 55% modacrylic/44% cotton/1% anti-
static. 290 g/m². The trousers have fully taped seams making 
them wind and waterproof. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1

IEC 61482-2, Class 1
EN 1149-5
EN 343

Order no.: 219057869    

Winter flame-resistant
Inherent fibre
Inherent fibre = naturally flame retard-
ant fibres that are difficult to ignite. 
The fabric is not chemically treated to 
make it flame retardant.

Flame-resistant
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High-visibility flame-resistant
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High-visibility flame-resistant

Jacket

Flame-resistant high visibility jacket with zip and pre-bent 
sleeves, with adjustable hem for added comfort. Several practi-
cal pockets, ID card pocket and removable key strap. Spacious 
zip pocket and a mobile phone pocket inside the jacket. Yellow/
navy. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, can-
vas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º. 

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN ISO 20471 – Class 3 for sizes S-4XL
EN ISO 20471 – Class 2 for size XS
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 779176211    

Carpenter trousers

Functional, flame-resistant, high-visibility trousers with a knife 
button, hammer loop, leg pocket, removable key strap, pockets 
for tools, ruler, phone, first-aid kit, ID card and pens, and pre-
shaped knees with inside kneepad pockets. Use approved, long 
kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/navy. 
Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, 
approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 62,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 2
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 204076211    

Carpenter trousers

Functional, flame-resistant, high-visibility trousers with a knife but-
ton, hammer loop, leg pocket, removable key strap, pockets for 
tools, ruler, phone, first-aid kit, ID card and pens, and pre-shaped 
knees with inside kneepad pockets. Use approved, long kneepads, 
order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 77% 
cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 g/m². 
Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  88 - 120,  146 - 156

CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 208176269    

Jacket

Flame resistant high visibility jacket with zip and many practical 
details such as attachments for two-way radios, two chest pock-
ets and two side pockets. Spacious pocket and mobile phone 
pocket inside the jacket. Fabric 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% 
antistatic, approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 1
 EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
 EN 1149-5
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 778086269    
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High-visibility flame-resistant

Welding clothing that stands out!

Jacket

Flame resistant high visibility jacket with snap fasteners that also 
withstand welding. It has pre-shaped sleeves and adjustable hem 
for added comfort. Double chest pockets, ID card pocket and 
removable key strap. Spacious zip pocket and a mobile phone 
pocket inside the jacket. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% 
polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN ISO 20471 – Class 3 for sizes S-4XL
EN ISO 20471 – Class 2 for size XS
EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 772176211    

Trousers

Flame-resistant, high-visibility trousers that also withstand 
welding work. Features leg pocket, pockets for ruler, phone 
and ID card, a knife button and pre-shaped knees with 
inside pad pockets. Use approved, long kneepads, order no.: 
972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 77% cot-
ton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 g/
m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 124,  146 - 158

CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 2
EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 205176269    

Boiler suit

Flame-resistant high visibility boiler suit with snap fasteners 
that also withstand welding work. Features leg pocket, pock-
ets for ruler, phone and ID card, a knife button and pre-
shaped knees with inside pad pockets. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/
1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 1
EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 847076269    
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Jacket

Flame-resistant high visibility jacket with zip and pre-bent sleeves, 
with adjustable hem for added comfort. Several practical pockets, 
ID card pocket and removable key strap. Spacious zip pocket and 
a mobile phone pocket inside the jacket. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 
55% modacrylic/Protex/38% cotton/5% Kevlar/2% antistatic. 
Weight: 340 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN ISO 20471 – Class 3 for sizes S-4XL
EN ISO 20471 – Class 2 for size XS
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1 

Order no.: 779176011    

Carpenter trousers

Functional, flame-resistant, high-visibility trousers with a knife 
button, hammer loop, leg pocket, removable key strap, pock-
ets for tools, ruler, phone, first-aid kit, ID card and pens, and 
pre-shaped knees with inside kneepad pockets. Use approved, 
long kneepads, order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/
navy. Fabric: 55% modacrylic/Protex/38% cotton/5% Kevlar/
2% antistatic. Weight: 340 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  44 - 62,  96 - 120,  146 - 158

CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 2
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 204076011    

High-visibility flame-resistant

Flame-resistant with inherent fibres
Inherent fibre = naturally flame retardant fibres that are difficult to ignite. 
The fabric is not chemically treated to make it flame retardant.

Flame-resistant sweatshirt with long zip

Very comfortable, flame-resistant sweatshirt with long zip. Two side 
pockets, the right one with a safety pocket and D-ring. Inside pocket 
and rib at waist and cuffs. Fabric 54% modacrylic/44% cotton/2% 
antistatic, 375 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for size XS
EN ISO 11612, A1 A2 B1 C2 F2
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 947086411    

Flame-resistant sweatshirt with long zip

Flame-resistant sweatshirt with long zip. Two side pockets, the 
right one with a safety pocket and D-ring. Inside pocket and rib 
at waist and cuffs. Fabric 54% modacrylic/44% cotton/2% 
antistatic, 375 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 1 

EN ISO 11612, A1 A2 B1 C2 F2
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no.: 948086469    
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Flame-resistant/high-visibility - winter clothing

Flame-resistant/high-visibility - winter

Parka jacket

Flame-resistant, high-visibility parka jacket with removable 
lining, drawstring at waist, removable hood and lots of spa-
cious pockets. Zip at lower back allows space for logo print-
ing. ID card pocket inside the right-hand chest pocket. 
Yellow/navy. All seams are taped. Fabric: Inherent fibre, 55% 
Protex/Modacrylic, 44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 1  
 EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1
 EN 1149-5. 
 EN 343

Order no.: 765077869    

Jacket

Padded, flame-resistant, high-visibility jacket with removable 
hood and lots of spacious pockets. Zip at lower back allows 
space for logo printing. Drawstring in the hem and cuffs inside 
the sleeves to retain the warmth. ID card pocket inside the 
right-hand chest pocket. Yellow/navy. All seams are taped. 
Fabric: Inherent fibre, 55% Protex/Modacrylic, 44% cotton, 
1% antistatic, 290 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 3
 EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1
 EN 1149-5 
 EN 343

Order no.: 767087811    

Inherent fibre = naturally flame retardant fibres that are difficult to ignite. 
The fabric is not chemically treated to make it flame retardant.
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Flame-resistant/high-visibility - winter

Keep warm with lined clothing!

Parka jacket

Padded, flame-resistant, high-visibility parka jacket with draw-
string at the waist, removable hood and lots of spacious pock-
ets. Zip at lower back allows space for logo printing. Drawstring 
in the hem and cuffs inside the sleeves to retain the warmth. ID 
card pocket inside the right-hand chest pocket. Yellow/navy. All 
seams are taped. Fabric: Inherent fibre, 55% Protex/
Modacrylic, 44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². Wash at 
40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 3 
 EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1 
 EN 1149-5
 EN 343

Order no.: 768087811    

Trousers

Lightly-padded, flame-resistant, high-visibility trousers with 
leg pocket. There is an ID card pocket inside the leg pocket. 
Zips in the ankles for convenience. Yellow/navy. All seams are 
taped. Fabric: Inherent fibre, 55% Protex/Modacrylic, 44% 
cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE:  EN ISO 20471, Class 2
                EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
                IEC 61482-2, Class 1
                EN 1149-5
                EN 343

Order no.: 226087811    

Inherent fibre = naturally flame retardant fibres that are difficult to ignite. 
The fabric is not chemically treated to make it flame retardant.
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High-visibility clothing
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The primary purpose of high-visibility clothing is to enhance the visibility and safety of those working in high-risk environ-
ments. The highest priority is naturally to minimise the risk of accidents. But the clothing should also look good and function 
well in all kinds of environments and work situations. Browse through the following pages and discover our full range of 
Björnkläder clothing in a selection of fresh colour combinations. Make sure you can be seen!

EN 471/EN ISO 20471 Protective clothing with high-visibility for professional use 

High-visibility garments conform to the requirements specified in the EN 471 and EN ISO 20471 European standards. These 

stipulate the surface area for reflective and fluorescent materials, and the luminance and colourfastness of the fabrics. There 

are also relatively strict design requirements regulating the placing of reflectors and fluorescent material, etc. Certified high-

visibility garments may be in fluorescent yellow, orange or red with an adequate luminance level. Colourfastness and steam 

resistance are important properties for coated fabrics. The safety class is stated next to the symbol as follows:

Bear in mind:
•  Class 1 + 2 do not always add up to Class 3. You can check the class of your garment with the help of our clothing chart.
•  It is the visible fluorescent area that determines the protective class of the high-visibility garment that you are wearing. For 

example, the level of protection will naturally be reduced if you are wearing an ordinary, long jacket that is not made of a 
high-visibility material and is covering the fluorescent parts of your trousers. 

•  For transfer/badge labelled garments, it is also important to know how large the transfer/badge can be whilst still being 
approved according to the requirements of the standard. In cases where you have the possibility to place the transfer/badge 
on the non-fluorescent surface, the garment's class is of course not affected. You're easier to see and you look better too if 
you keep your clothing clean!

•  Wash your high-visibility clothing separately or with other similar coloured high-visibility clothes. Follow the care instructions 
shown in the garment and close any zips. Do not use detergents containing bleaching agents.

•  If the garment needs to be repaired – only use material which is approved according to at least the same standard as 
the garment.

Watch out - high-visibility clothing is more than ordinary workwear!

X Garment class
Y Reflector class

X Garment class

EN 471 EN ISO 20471

Art. no. Class Minimum
size

Background material; 
measured area

Reflective
material;

measured area

Area for 
badges/transfers
5x30 cm = 0.015

Flame-resistant - high-visibility

Carpenter trousers 204 07 6011 2 44  0.52 0.13 0.02

Carpenter trousers 204 07 6211

Trousers, welding, 205 17 6269 2 44  0.54 0.13 0.04

Carpenter trousers, Class 1 208 17 6269 1 44 0.14 0.11 No print 
on HiVis

Jacket, welding 772 17 6211 2 XS 0.75 0.19 0.25

3 S 0.83 0.20 0.03

Jacket, class 1 778 08 6269 1 XS 0.32 0.18 0.18

Jacket 779 17 6011 2 XS 0.71 0.13 0.21

3 S 0.81 0.20 0.01

779 17 6211 2 XS 0.71 0.13 0.21

3 S 0.81 0.20 0.01

Boiler suit, class 1 847 07 6269 1 44 0.46 0.27 0.32

Jacket, sweat 947 08 6411 2 XS 0.77 0.19 0.27

3 S 0.82 0.20 0.02

Jacket, sweat, class 1 948 08 6411 1 XS 0.27 0.16 0.13

Flame-resistant - high-visibility, winter

Trousers 226 08 7811 2 XS 0.55 0.13 0.05

Parka, class 1 765 07 7869 1 XS 0.38 0.16 0.24

Jacket 767 08 7811 3 XS 0.82 0.22 0.02

Parka jacket 768 08 7811 3 XS 0.82 0.22 0.02

Minimum area requirements for approval under European 
standards EN 471/EN ISO 20471

Fabric Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
High-visibility fabric/Fluorescent area 0.14 m² 0.50 m² 0.80 m²
Reflective 0.10 m² 0.13 m² 0.20 m²
Combined background/reflector 0.20 m² --- ---
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Information about Björnkläder's high-visibility clothing
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Art. no. Art. no. Art. no. Class Minimum
size

Background 
material;

measured area

Reflective
material;

measured area

Area for 
 badges/transfers 
5x30 cm = 0.015

High-visibility

Shorts, carpenter 036 03 3711 036 03 3718 036 0 3 3722 2 44 0.50 0.13 No print 
on HiVis

T-shirt 053 07 9511 053 07 9518 3 M 0.81 0.20 0.007

Sweatshirt, round neck 055 07 9811 055 07 9118 3 S 0.8 0.20 0.005

T-shirt 065 03 3011 065 03 3018 2 XS 0.54 0.16 0.04

T-shirt 065 03 3011 065 03 3018 3 M/L 0.81 0.20 0.01

T-shirt 066 03 3011 066 03 3018 2 XS 0.54 0.16 0.04

T-shirt 066 03 3011 066 03 3018 3 M/L 0.81 0.20 0.01

Sweatshirt, round neck 067 03 9811 067 03 9818 2 XS, S 0.77 0.18 0.27

3 M 0.84 0.20 0.04

Dungarees 154 03 3711
154 04 3711

154 03 3718 154 03 3722 2 44 0.84 0.14 0.23

Trousers   242 01 1569 *
242 01 1599

242 02 1599 242 00 1599 1 44
*42

0.15 0.11 0.01

Carpenter trousers 244 01 1569
244 01 1599

244 02 1599 244 00 1599 1 44 0.16 0.11 0.02

Trousers 252 03 3711
252 04 3711

252 03 3718 252 03 3722 2 44 0.59 0.13 0.09

Carpenter trousers 254 03 3711
254 04 3711

254 03 3718 254 03 3722 2 44 0.59 0.13 0.09

Carpenter trousers, pirate 256 03 3711
256 04 3711

256 03 3718 256 03 3722 2 44 0.51 0.13 0.01

Tool vest 445 04 3711 445 03 3718 2 M  0.501 0.13 0.001

Trousers, class 1 663 00 3611 1 46  0.25                                   0.1 0           0.11

Carpenter trousers, 
Carpenter class 1

665 17 0469 
665 17 0499

1 44 0.14 0.10 No print 
on HiVis

Women's jacket 547 04 3711 547 03 3718 2 XS 0.66 0.18 0.16

3 M 0.803 0.21 0.003

Jacket 792 03 3711
792 04 3711

792 03 3718 792 03 3722 2 XS 0.73 0.02 0.23

3 S 0.801 0.21 0.001

Jacket, laminated fleece 925 07 9711 925 07 9718 3 XS 0.87 0.20 0.07

Jacket, fleece 935 03 9711 935 03 9718 2 XS 0.8 0.19 0.3

3 S 0.91 0.20 0.11

Jacket, soft-shell 932 07 6111 932 07 6118 3 XS 0.87 0.20 0.07

Jacket, sweat 937 03 9811 937 03 9818 2 XS 0.71 0.19 0.21

3 S 0.82 0.20 0.02

Hooded jacket, sweat 940 03 9811 940 03 9818 2 XS 0.71 0.19 0.21

3 S 0.82 0.20 0.02

Jacket, laminated fleece 942 03 9711 942 03 9718 2 XS 0.72 0.20 0.22

942 04 9711 3 S 0.81 0.21 0.01

High-visibility, functional

Trousers, shell, class 1 217 01 6969
217 01 6999

217 02 6999 1 XS 0.16 0.10 0.02

Trousers, shell 298 00 6611 298 00 6618 2 XS 0.89 0.14 0.39

Women's jacket, shell 546 03 6911 546 03 6918 2 XS 0.70  0.20 0.20

3 M 0.85 0.22 0.05

Jacket, shell 734 00 6611 734 00 6618 3 XS 1.02  0.21 0.22

Parka, padded 735 00 6611 735 00 6618 3 XS 1.17 0.23 0.37

Jacket, shell, forest 789 03 6922 2 XS 0.72 0.21 0.22

3 S 0.81 0.22 0.01

Jacket, shell 796 03 6911
796 04 6911

796 03 6918 3 S 0.85 0.22 0.05

High-visibility, winter

Trousers 215 03 6911
215 04 6911

215 03 6918 215 03 6922 2 XS 0.66 0.13 0.16

Trousers 281 0X 6511
281 0N 6511

281 0Z 6518 2 S 0.65 0.14 0.15

Jacket, parka 746 0X 6511 746 0Z 6518 3 S 0.96 0.22 0.16

Jacket 795 03 6911
795 04 6911

795 03 6918 795 03 6922 2 XS 0.79 0.22 0.29

3 S 0.87 0.23 0.07

Jacket, parka 797 03 6911
797 04 6911

797 03 6918 797 03 6922 2 XS 0.76 0.23 0.26

3 S 0.84 0.24 0.04

Jacket, lumber 798 0X 6511
798 0N 6511

798 0Z 6518 3 S 0.86 0.21 0.06

Jacket, lumber - removable sleeves 799 0X 6511 3 S 1.04 0.23 0.24

Jacket, lumber - sleeveless = vest 2 S 0.56 0.14 0.06
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High-visibility clothing

Carpenter trousers, Class 1

Trousers with multiple practical pockets and pouches for tools. Double 
hammer loops, knife button, zip-up leg pocket, removable key strap and 
pockets for ruler, mobile phone, ID card and pens. The trousers have rein-
forcements on critical areas. Approved kneepads: Order no.: 972294, 
972290 or 972292. Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% 
cotton. 300 g/m². Contrast panels. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² 
. Reinforced with 100% polyamide. Wash at 85º. 

Size:  44 - 64,  88 - 124,  144 - 158
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 1

Order no.: 244011569  Navy/yellow
 244011599  Black/yellow
 244021599  Black/orange
 

New colour!
Trousers Class 1

New trousers by popular demand, with double hammer loops, zip-up leg 
pocket, removable key strap, pockets for ruler, mobile phone and pens, 
and an ID card pocket inside the leg pocket. The trousers have reinforce-
ments on critical areas. Approved kneepads: Order no.: 972294, 972290 
or 972292.
Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% cotton. 300 g/m². Con-
trast panels. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . Reinforced with 
100% polyamide. Wash at 85º. Certified in accordance with: EN ISO 
20471, Class 1.

Size:  44 - 64 (Navy/yellow 42 - 64),  92 - 120,  144 - 158
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 1

Order no.: 242011569  Navy/yellow
 242011599  Black/yellow
 242021599  Black/orange
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Carpenter trousers Class 2

Trousers with multiple practical pockets and pouches for tools. Double ham-
mer loops, knife button, zip-up leg pocket, removable key strap and pockets 
for ruler, mobile phone, ID card and pens. The trousers have reinforcements 
on critical areas. Approved kneepads: Order no.: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% cotton. 300 g/
m². Contrast panels. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . Reinforced 
with 100% polyamide. Wash at 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  88 - 124,  144 - 158
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 2

Order no.: 254043711  Yellow/navy
 254033711  Yellow/black
 254033718  Orange/black
 

Trousers Class 2

Trousers with double hammer loops, zip-up leg pocket, removable key 
strap, pockets for ruler, mobile phone and pens, and an ID card pocket 
inside the leg pocket. The trousers have reinforcements on critical 
areas. Approved kneepads: Order no.: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 
Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% cotton. 300 g/m². 
Contrast panels. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . Reinforced 
with 100% polyamide. Wash at 85º.

Size:  46 - 62,  92 - 120,  146 - 156
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 2

Order no.: 252043711  Yellow/navy
 252033711  Yellow/black
 252033718  Orange/black
 

High-visibility clothing
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High-visibility clothing

Dungarees Class 2

Practical dungarees with multiple practical pockets and 
pouches for tools. Double chest pockets, knife button on the 
left chest, elasticated back straps, double hammer loops, zip-up 
leg pocket, removable key strap and pockets for ruler, mobile 
phone, ID card and pens. The trousers have reinforcements on 
critical areas. Approved kneepads: Order no.: 972294, 972290 
or 972292. Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% 
cotton. 300 g/m². Contrast panels. 65% polyester/35% cot-
ton. 300 g/m² . Reinforced with 100% polyamide. Wash at 
85°. 

Size:  44 - 64, 88 - 124
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 2

Order no.: 154043711  Yellow/navy
 154033711  Yellow/black
 154033718  Orange/black
 

Pirate trousers Class 2

Trousers with multiple practical pockets and pouches for tools. 
Double hammer loops, knife button, zip-up leg pocket, remov-
able key strap and pockets for ruler, mobile phone, ID card and 
pens. The trousers have reinforcements on critical areas. 
Approved kneepads: Order no.: 972291 or 972293. Fabric:  
High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% cotton. 300 g/m². 
Contrast panels. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . Rein-
forced with 100% polyamide. Wash at 85°. 

Size:  44 - 62
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 2

Order no.: 256043711  Yellow/navy
 256033711  Yellow/black
 256033718  Orange/black
 

Carpenter shorts, Class 2

Shorts with tool pockets and multiple practical pockets and 
pouches. Double hammer loops, knife button, zip-up leg pocket, 
removable key strap and pockets for ruler, mobile phone, ID card 
and pens. The shorts have reinforcements on critical areas. Fab-
ric: High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% cotton. 300 g/
m². Contrast panels. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . 
Wash at 85°.

Size:  44 - 62*
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 2

Order no.: 036033711  Yellow
 036033718  Orange
 

*Sizes 44-46 have  
  fewer black details
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High-visibility clothing

Jacket Class 2/3

New jacket with two chest pockets, with an ID card pocket inside the right-hand pocket. The left-
hand pocket has a zip. Pen pocket and two side pockets, both with secure zip-up pockets. D-ring 
inside the right-hand pocket. Adjustable cuffs. Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% polyester/20% 
cotton. 300 g/m². Contrast panels. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . Wash at 85º. 

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for size XS

Order no.: 792043711  Yellow/navy
 792033711  Yellow/black
 792033718  Orange/black
 

Women's jacket Class 2/3

Similar to jacket 792-0. Jacket with two chest pockets, with 
an ID card pocket inside the right-hand pocket. The left-
hand pocket has a zip. Pen pocket and two side pockets, 
both with secure zip-up pockets. D-ring inside the right-hand 
pocket. Adjustable cuffs. Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% 
polyester/20% cotton. 300 g/m². Contrast panels. 65% pol-
yester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . Wash at 85°.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M-3XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S

Order no.: 547043711  Yellow/navy
 547033718  Orange/black
 

Tool vest Class 2

Vest with tool pockets. Padded shoulders and elasticated 
belt distribute the weight making the vest very comfortable 
to wear. Multiple practical pockets with tool divisions. Dual 
chest pockets detachable at bottom hem, pockets for pen-
cils, knife button on the left breast. Double hammer loops 
and ID card pocket. Fabric:  High-visibility panels, 80% pol-
yester/20% cotton. 300 g/m². Contrast panels. 65% poly-
ester/35% cotton. 300 g/m² . Certified in accordance with: 
EN ISO 20471, Class 2 

Size:  M - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 2

Order no.: 445043711  Yellow/navy
 445033718  Orange/black
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High-visibility clothing

Flece jacket, 3-layer

Windproof fleece jacket. With two side pockets, one 
with a zip, a mobile phone pocket and a large inside 
pocket. The hem and cuff width can be adjusted. 
Fabric 100% polyester, 325 g/m². The fabric has a 
waterproof rating of 5,000 mm and breathability of 
2,000 g/m²/24h. However, the jacket seams are not 
taped. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no.: 925079711  Yellow
 925079718  Orange

New!

Flece jacket, 3-layer

New windproof fleece jacket. Two side pockets and one 
chest pocket with zips. Double D-rings. A mobile cable 
can be kept securely in the jacket by inesrting it through 
an inner pocket and an eyelet from the right pocket 
into the jacket to a loop at the collar. Drawstring hem 
and adjustable cuffs. Fabric 100% polyester, 325 g/m². 
The fabric has a waterproof rating of 5,000 mm and 
breathability of 2,000 g/m²/24h. However, the jacket 
seams are not taped. Wash at 40°. 

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for size XS

Order no.: 942049711  Yellow/navy
 942039711  Yellow/black
 942039718  Orange/black

Fleece jacket

Fleece jacket with two spacious side pockets, one 
with a D-ring for attaching keys, etc. The right-hand 
pocket has an extra zip-up pocket. Elastic drawstring 
in the hem and a cosy collar. Reflectors across the 
jacket and on the shoulders for increased visibility. 
Fabric: 100% polyester. Weight approx. 300 g/m². 
Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN 471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN 471, Class 2 for size XS

Order no.: 935039711  Yellow
 935039718  Orange
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High-visibility clothing

Sweatshirt

Fabric: 50% polyester/50% cotton. Weight: 300 g/m². 
Wash at 60º.

Size:  S - 2XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no.: 055079811  Yellow/navy
 055079818  Orange/black

Sweatshirt

Round neck sweatshirt with elastic reflectors for maxi-
mum comfort. Fabric 50% cotton/50% polyester, 300 
g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S

Order no.: 067039811  Yellow/black
 067039818  Orange/black
 

Sweatshirt

Sweatshirt with a long zip, vertical chest pocket and 
elastic reflectors for maximum comfort. Two side pock-
ets, the right one with a safety pocket and D-ring. Fab-
ric 50% cotton/50% polyester, 300 g/m². Wash at 
60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for size XS

Order no.: 937039811  Yellow/black
 937039818  Orange/black
 

Hooded top

Hooded top with a vertical chest pocket and elastic 
reflectors for maximum comfort. Two side pockets, the 
right one with a safety pocket and D-ring. Drawstring 
hood with mesh lining. Fabric 50% cotton/50% poly-
ester, 300 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-3XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for size XS

Order no.: 940039811  Yellow/black
 940039818  Orange/black
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High-visibility clothing

Soft-shell jacket Class 3

Water-resistant, high-visibility, three-layer, ripstop, 
soft-shell jacket with excellent breathability. Practical, 
light-weight jacket that is extremely comfortable to 
wear. Sleeve pocket, chest pocket and inside pocket 
with zips. Fabric: 90% polyester/6% polyurethane /
4% elastane, 375 g/m². The fabric has a waterproof 
rating of 10,000 mm and breathability of 4,000 g/m²/
24h. However, the jacket seams are not taped. Wash at 
40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no.: 932036111  Yellow
 932036118  Orange

Polo shirt Class 2/3

Comfortable high visibility polo made of cotton-rich qual-
ity. Elastic reflectors are pressed on the fabric for maxi-
mum comfort and ease of movement. Fabric 53% 
cotton/47% polyester, 185 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  XS, S, M/L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M/L-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S

Order no.: 066033011  Yellow
 066033018  Orange

T-shirt Class 2/3

Comfortable high visibility T-shirt of cotton-rich quality. 
Elastic reflectors are pressed on the fabric for maximum 
comfort and ease of movement. Fabric 53% cotton/47% 
polyester, 185 g/m². Wash at 60º. 

Size:  XS, S, M/L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M/L-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S

Order no.: 065033011  Yellow
 065033018  Orange

T-shirt, Class 3

Fabric: 75% polyester/25% viscose. Weight: 
175 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  M - 2XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no.: 053079511  Yellow/navy
 053079518  Orange/black
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Functional high-visibility shell jacket

Wind and waterproof jacket with taped seams. Air vents 
underneath the arms. Side pockets with zips. D-ring for 
attaching keys, etc. Removable hood. Inside pocket with 
zip, and pockets for mobile phone and pens. Fabric: 100% 
polyester with PU coating on the inside. Weight 220 g. 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

EN343 Class 3.3

Order no.: 734006611  Yellow
 734006618  Orange

Functional clothing - high-visibility

Lined winter parka

Parka jackets with taped seams. Removable hood. Lots of 
pockets including the popular Napoleon pocket. There are 
two extra mesh pockets inside the jacket that expand 
slightly when you pack them. Padded with a quilted lining. 
Lightweight, warm and supple. 100% polyester, 220 g/m². 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

EN343 Class 3.3

Order no.: 735076611  Yellow
 735076618  Orange

Functional high-visibility shell trousers

Shell trousers with taped seams. Side pockets with zip 
and flap. The trousers can be opened at the bottom of 
the legs to make it easy to pull over boots. A water/
snow lock keeps the damp out. Two back pockets and 
one leg pocket, all with a secure flap. Fabric: 100% 
polyester with PU coating on the inside. Weight 220 g. 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 2XL
CE: EN471 Class 2

EN343 Class 3.3

Order no.: 298006611  Yellow
 298006618  Orange
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High-visibility shell jacket for women

Functional women's shell jacket with practical side pockets and 
a chest pocket, all with zips. D-ring inside the right-hand side 
pocket. The reflectors are pressed on the fabric. Removable 
and adjustable hood. Cuffs inside the sleeve ends. Inside the 
jacket are a pen pocket and two other pockets, one of which 
has a zip. Also inside the jacket is a zip which allows the jacket 
to be opened out if you want to print on the back, for exam-
ple. Elastic drawstring in the hem and hood. Fabric 100% pol-
yester, 250 g/m². The jacket has fully taped seams making it 
wind and waterproof. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M-3XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S
EN 343 Class 3.3

Order no.: 546036911  Yellow/black
 546036918  Orange/black

High-visibility shell jacket

Functional shell jacket with practical side pockets, a napo-
leon pocket and a chest pocket, all with zips. D-ring inside 
the right-hand side pocket. The reflectors are pressed on 
the fabric. Removable and adjustable hood. Cuffs inside 
the sleeve ends. Inside the jacket are a pen pocket and two 
other pockets, one of which has a zip. Also inside the jacket 
is a zip which allows the jacket to be opened out if you 
want to print on the back, for example. Elastic drawstring 
in the hem and hood. Fabric 100% polyester, 250 g/m². 
The jacket has fully taped seams making it wind and water-
proof. Wash at 40º. 

Size:  S - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3

EN 343, Class 3.3

Order no.: 796036911  Yellow/black
 796046911  Yellow/navy
 796036918  Orange/black

High-visibility shell trousers

Functional shell trousers with side pockets, two spacious 
back pockets with flap, a leg pocket, ruler pocket and knee 
pockets. Zips and a snow/wind lock at the leg bottom which 
is also adjustable. Waistband elasticated at the sides. The 
reflectors are pressed on the fabric. Approved kneepads: 
Order no.: 972290 or 972292. Fabric 100% polyester, 250 
g/m². The trousers have fully taped seams making them 
wind and waterproof. Wash at 40º. 

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 1

EN 343, Class 3.3

Order no.: 217016999  Black/yellow
 217016969  Navy/yellow
 217026999  Black/orange

Functional shell clothing!

Functional shell clothing - high-visibility
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Winter jacket

Warm winter jacket with practical side pockets, two chest pockets and a so-
called Napoleon pocket inside the front placket. All pockets have zips. Cosy 
cuffs inside the adjustable sleeve ends. Double D-rings. Inside the jacket are 
two pockets, one of which has a zip. Also inside the jacket is a zip which 
allows the jacket to be opened out if you want to print on the back, for 
example. The reflectors are pressed on the fabric. Fabric 100% polyester, 250 
g/m². The jacket has fully taped seams making it wind and waterproof. Wash 
at 40º. 

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS
EN 343, EN 342

Order no.: 795046911  Yellow/navy
 795036911  Yellow/black
 795036918  Orange/black
 795036922  Red/black

Winter parka jacket

Padded parka with adjustable, removable hood. Drawstring waist and hem 
for an adjustable fit. Practical side pockets, two chest pockets and a so-called 
Napoleon pocket inside the front placket. Handy storage pockets too. Cosy 
cuffs and adjustable sleeve ends. D-ring. One of the two inside pockets has a 
zip. Also inside the parka is a zip which allows the jacket to be opened out if 
you want to print on the back, for example. The reflectors are pressed on the 
fabric. Fabric 100% polyester, 250 g/m². The parka has fully taped seams 
making it wind and waterproof. Wash at 40º. 

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS
EN 343, EN 342

Order no.: 797046911  Yellow/navy
 797036911  Yellow/black
 797036918  Orange/black
 797036922  Red/black

Functional clothing - high-visibility/winter
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Winter trousers

Functional trousers with side pockets, two spacious back pockets with 
flap, a leg pocket, ruler pocket and knee pockets. Zips and a snow/wind 
lock at the leg bottom which is also adjustable. ID-card pocket inside the 
leg pocket. Waistband elasticated at the sides. The reflectors are pressed 
on the fabric. Please note, removable tool pockets can be ordered if 
required. Order no.: 907176511/907176518 and approved kneepads, 
order no.: 972290 or 972292. Fabric 100% polyester, 250 g/m². The 
trousers have fully taped seams making them wind and waterproof. 
Wash at 40º. 

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 2

EN 343, EN 342

Order no.: 215046911  Yellow/navy
 215036911  Yellow/black
 215036918  Orange/black
 215036922  Red/black

Tool pockets

Functional, removable tool pockets with lots of practical 
pouches for tools, pens, etc. Ideal for attaching to winter 
trousers, art. no. 215-0, etc. Fabric 75% polyester/25% cot-
ton. 260 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Order no.: 907176511  Yellow
 907176518  Orange
 

Functional clothing - high-visibility/winter
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Winter high-visibility

Winter high-visibility

Hood

Hood to go with the parka. Great for 
keeping the rain and wind out! Wash 
at 40º.

Size:  M - L

Order no.: 088006511  Yellow
 088006518  Orange

Winter jacket Class 3

Winter jacket with longer back. A two-way zip. Fleece-lined 
collar. All outer pockets have zips. The large pocket under 
the front edging has enough space for large documents and 
a mobile phone. Cosy cuffs on the sleeves.  75% polyester 
and 25% cotton, 260 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no.: 7980X6511  Yellow/navy
 7980N6511  Yellow/grey
 7980Z6518  Orange/black

Winter parka Class 3

Parka with fleece-lined pockets. Zip on the chest 
pocket and pocket below the front edging, which also 
has a mobile phone pouch. Cuffs on the sleeves. 
Removable hood can be purchased separately. 75% 
polyester and 25% cotton, 260 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no.: 7460X6511  Yellow/navy
 7460N6511  Yellow/grey
 7460Z6518  Orange/black

Winter trousers Class 2

Winter trousers with multiple pockets. Belt loops and 
D-ring for attaching keys. The legs are pre-shaped for 
optimal fit. 75% polyester and 25% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 2

Order no.: 2810X6511  Yellow/navy
 2810N6511  Yellow/grey
 2810Z6518  Orange/black
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Winter high-visibility and clothing for forestry operations

Jacket Class 3/Vest Class 2

Two garments in one. The sleeves are easy to remove 
and thus turn the jacket into a vest. Side pockets and 
two chest pockets with zips. A padded jacket with 
inside pocket and mobile phone pocket. Elasticated 
waistband. The front zip can be pulled up into the col-
lar.  75% polyester and 25% cotton, 260 g/m². Wash 
at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 2/3

Order no.: 7990X6511    

New!

New!

High visibility forest jacket

Jacket with taped seams designed for forestry. Ventila-
tion at the back, chest pockets with zips, double inner 
pockets for first aid, sleeve pocket, extended in the 
back, drawstring waist and adjustable cuffs. Fabric: 
100% polyester, 250 g/m². Wash at 40º. Red/black.  

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-3XL 

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for size XS 
EN 343

Order no.: 789036922    

Chain saw safety trousers

Chain saw safety trousers with taped seams and elastic 
waist sides. Front pockets with zips and back pocket 
with flap and zip, ruler pocket, ventilation at the back 
of the legs, reflector on the left leg, D-ring in the right 
side pocket, detachable braces and adjustable hem. 
Fabric: 100% polyester, 250 g/m². Wash at 40º. Red/
black. 

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN 381-5, Class 1, design A

EN 343

Order no.: 229036922    

Clothing for forestry operations
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White clothing

Comfortable and practical clothing for the food 
and catering industries
The fabrics we use for our workwear are as lightweight and comfortable as possible; 65% polyester and 35% cot-
ton, 245 g/m². A casual design makes them easy to work in and a pleasure to wear. All the pocket openings are 
covered, with special consideration for the food industry. No external chest pockets. All buttons are metal, which 
increases traceability in the process. Unisex sizes reduce the number of garments in store.

Men’s trousers

The men's trousers have a broad hem to 
allow the leg length to be extended. Back 
pocket with flap. Pen pocket and thigh 
pocket with flap. Ruler pocket. Two front 
pockets. Belt loops. Wash at 75º.

Size:  44 - 64

Order no.: 2322601    

Trousers with cuffs

Unisex trousers with cuffs at the hem for 
added comfort. Drawstring and elastic 
waist, twin side pockets, back pocket 
with flap and leg pocket. Wash at: 75 °

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 235071301    

Unisex trousers

Elasticated waistband with drawstring. 
Two side pockets. Back pocket with 
flap. Snap fasteners at the hem allow 
for leg width adjustment. Wash at 75º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 2342601    

Boiler suit

Broad hem allows the leg length to be extended. Inside 
left chest pocket. Two back pockets with flap. Adjusta-
ble waist (elasticated and button). Pen pocket and 
thigh pocket with flap. Ruler pocket. Two front pock-
ets. Unisex. Wash at 75º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 8272601    

New!
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Long coat

Coat with inside left chest pocket and two 
front pockets with flap. Adjustable waist (tab 
and button). Side slits, placket and adjustable 
sleeve width with buttons. Unisex. Wash at 
75º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 5102601    

Jacket

Jacket with inside left chest pocket. Two front pockets 
with flap. Adjustable waist (tab and button). Placket 
and adjustable sleeve width with buttons. Wash at 75º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 4102601    

Long-sleeved shirt

Inside left chest pocket. Placket and 
adjustable sleeve width with buttons. Side 
slits. Unisex. Wash at 75º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 3722601    

Short sleeved shirt 

Inside left chest pocket. Placket and 
adjustable sleeve width with buttons. 
Side slits. Unisex. Wash at 75º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 3712601    

Baker's shirt

Inside left chest pocket. Side slits. Uni-
sex. Wash at 75º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 3502601    

White clothing
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Shirts and knee pads

Work shirt

Comfortable work shirt with double practical chest pock-
ets. Available in 100% cotton and 65% polyester/35% 
cotton. 200 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no.: 963009969  Cotton, navy
 963009999  Cotton, black
 963009869  Polyester/cotton, navy
 963009899  Polyester/cotton, black

Kneepads in ultra-robust rubber/PU

Our hardest-wearing kneepads made of rub-
ber/PU. The rubber and polyurethane combi-
nation ensures superior comfort. The pads are 
designed to shape to the contours of the knee 
to provide greater stability when kneeling. Size: 
290x147x30 mm.

Order no.: 972294    

Rubber kneepads

Robust, black, rubber kneepads available in two 
lengths. The appropriate length is stated in the trou-
ser description. The pads are designed to shape to 
the contours of the knee to provide greater stability 
when kneeling.

Order no.: 972290  290x147x16 mm
 972291  240x147x16 mm

Polythene kneepads

Robust, grey polythene kneepads available in two 
lengths. The appropriate length is stated in the trou-
ser description.

Order no.: 972292  290x147x20 mm
 972293  240x147x20 mm
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Accessories

Belt

Polypropylene belt. Black with grey text. Bottle 
opener on reverse side of buckle. Length 120 
cm, width 39 mm.

Order no.: 082070099    

Stretch belt with bottle opener

We have added a touch of stretch to this belt for 
increased comfort. The buckle has a built-in bottle 
opener so you can enjoy a cold drink on hot days. 
Length 120 cm, width 39 mm. Black.

Order no.: 973196    

Cotton belt

This broad cotton belt holds trousers in place through-
out the working day. The bottle opener on the reverse 
side of the buckle is handy for opening thirst-quenching 
drinks on hot days. Length 120 cm, width 39 mm.

Order no.: 973036  Dark grey
 973069  Navy
 973099  Black

Belt, Carpenter ACE

Cotton belt with ACE print and bottle opener 
on the back of the buckle. Fabric: 100% cotton, 
metal buckle. Length 130 cm, width 39 mm. 
Black with print.

Order no.: 080070099    

Flame-resistant belt with velcro closure

Flame-resistant belt with velcro closure, available in 
three sizes, length 100 cm suits sizes 44-50, length 
120cm suits sizes 52-56, length 140cm suits sizes 58-
64.

Order no.: 081050100  100 cm
 081050120  120 cm
 081050140  140 cm

Belt with velcro closure

Belt with velcro closure, available in 3 sizes, 100 cm, 
110 cm and 120 cm.

Order no.: 973177  100 cm
 973176  110 cm
 973175  120 cm

Leather belt

Width 39 mm. Length, size: S (78-92 cm), M 
(92-106 cm), L (106-120 cm) Black.

Size:  S - L

Order no.: 973103   

New! New!
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Merino wool base layer

Björnkläder's wool base layer combines Merino wool with artificial 
fibre, bringing together the best properties of these materials. 
Merino wool provides thermal insulation and the strong, durable 
artificial fibre wicks moisture away from your body. Dark grey with 
rust-red seams. 50% wool/50% polyester, 210 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 050079438  Functional top, Merino wool, dark grey
 051079438  Zip polo, Merino wool, dark grey
 052079438  Long underpants, Merino wool, dark grey

Underwear

Warm wool underwear that breathes!

Wool/acrylic base layer

Björnkläder's middle layer is a wool/acrylic mix that works over a 
wide temperature range. The wool provides warmth while the artifi-
cial fibres add strength and wick moisture away from the body. A 
thicker fabric provides more warmth than the thinner underwear. 
Black with orange seams. 60% wool/40% acrylic, 250 g/m². Terry 
loops on the inside. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 058079299  Zip polo
 059079299  Long underpants
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ACE winter jacket

A new, practical, cotton jacket with warm pile lining and well-pad-
ded sleeves. The jacket has polyamide reinforcements on critical 
areas. High, protective collar, adjustable cuffs, chest pocket, pen 
pocket and two side pockets, the right one with a safety pocket 
with a D-ring for attaching key straps, etc. One of the two inside 
pockets has a zip. Also inside the jacket is a zip which allows the 
jacket to be opened out if you want to print on the back, for exam-
ple. Fabric Canvas, 100% Cotton, 350 g/m².  Yoke, elbows, etc. 
reinforced with 100% polyamide. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 755070846  Clay
 755070869  Navy
 755070899  Black

ACE winter jacket

Winter jackets

ACE winter jacket

A great new addition to our Carpenter ACE collection. This 
padded jacket has taped seams and is made of extremely 
strong textured polymide. It has a removable hood, a high, 
protective collar and a robust storm placket over the zip. The 
hem can be tightened for a snug fit. It also features lots of 
practical pockets. The inside has an attractive print pattern, a 
pocket for your mobile phone, another handy pocket and a 
zip which allows the jacket to be opened out if you want to 
print on the back, for example. Fabric: 100% polyamide, 290 
g/m². Waterproof rating: 6000 mm. Black. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 754077699  
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Wind and waterproof shell garments!
Sky Dry shell clothing

Shell jacket

Lightweight shell jacket lined with light-grey, striped pol-
yester and mesh lining. Grey reflectors provide some visi-
bility, chest pocket, removable hood and inside pocket 
with zip. Also inside the jacket is a zip which allows the 
jacket to be opened out if you want to print on the back, 
for example. Elastic drawstring in the hem and hood. 
Fabric 100% polyamide, 150 g/m². The jacket has fully 
taped seams making it wind and waterproof. 10,000 
mm, 10,000 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN 343

Order no.: 729075869  Navy
 729075899  Black

Shell jacket, women's

Lightweight shell jacket designed for women. Lined 
with light-grey, striped polyester and mesh lining. Grey 
reflectors provide some visibility, chest pocket, remov-
able hood and inside pocket with zip. Also inside the 
jacket is a zip which allows the jacket to be opened out 
if you want to print on the back, for example. Elastic 
drawstring in the hem and hood. Fabric 100% polya-
mide, 150 g/m². The jacket has fully taped seams 
making it wind and waterproof. 
10,000 mm, 10,000 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN 343

Order no.: 545075825  Red
 545075869  Navy
 545075899  Black

Shell trousers

Functional, lightweight shell trousers. Elasticated 
waistband with drawstring. Two side pockets, leg 
pocket with a zip, pre-shaped knees, adjustable ankles 
and reflector on the back of the left leg. Fabric 100% 
polyamide, 150 g/m². The trousers have fully taped 
seams. Black. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN 343

Order no.: 216075899    
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Sky Dry shell clothing

Sky Dry shell jacket

The shell jacket is your outer layer when wearing multiple layers. 
Removable hood, high collar, storm placket over the zip. Can be 
tightened at the hem to keep the wind and cold out and your body 
heat in. Pockets are always needed and this jacket has plenty, includ-
ing a useful ID card holder. A functional, comfortable and light-
weight all-season jacket! Features several reflectors to improve 
visibility in the dark! Fabric 100% polyamide/nylon. Weight: 190 g/
m², 5000 mm, 5000 g/m². Black. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.:  741076899  

Sky Dry shell clothing

Sky Dry shell trousers

Shell trousers with side and back pockets that can be sealed, D-
ring in the right pocket, pre-shaped knees and snow lock. The 
leg bottoms can be opened and are reinforced. Feature several 
reflectors to improve visibility in the dark. Fabric: 100% polya-
mide/nylon, 190 g/m². The fabric has a waterproof rating of 
5,000 mm and breathability of 5,000 g/m²/24h. The trousers 
have taped seams. Black. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 221076899    
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Sky Dry winter parka

Winter parka jacket

Padded parka lined with light-grey, striped polyester. High, protective 
collar, storm placket over the zip. Can be tightened at the waist and 
hem for a snug fit. Grey reflectors to improve visibility. Chest pocket, 
side pockets, storage pockets, sleeve pocket, inside pocket and a 
Napoleon pocket. Removable hood. Also inside the jacket is a zip 
which allows the jacket to be opened out if you want to print on the 
back, for example. Cuffs inside the sleeve ends. Elastic drawstring in 
the hem and hood. Fabric 100% polyamide, 150 g/m². The parka has 
fully taped seams making it wind and waterproof. 10,000 mm, 
10,000 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL, Black: S - 4XL
CE: EN343

Order no.: 749075869  Navy
 749075899  Black

Women's winter parka

Padded women's parka lined with light-grey, striped polyester. 
High, protective collar, storm placket over the zip. Can be tight-
ened at the waist and hem for a snug fit. Grey reflectors to 
improve visibility. Chest pocket, side pockets, storage pockets, 
sleeve pocket and a Napoleon pocket. Removable hood. Also 
inside the jacket is a zip which allows the jacket to be opened out if 
you want to print on the back, for example. Cuffs inside the sleeve 
ends. Elastic drawstring in the hem and hood. Fabric 100% polya-
mide, 150 g/m². The parka has fully taped seams making it wind 
and waterproof. 10,000 mm, 10,000 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN343

Order no.: 540075825  Red
 540075869  Navy
 540075899  Black
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Sky Dry winter

Sky Dry winter jacket

A well-padded winter jacket with taped seams. It has two side 
pockets, a chest pocket, a horizontal outer pocket, an inside 
pocket with a zip and a so-called Napoleon pocket inside the 
front storm placket. Cuffs inside the sleeve ends and a zip inside 
the jacket which allows it to be opened out if you want to print 
on the back, for example. Fabric 100% polyamide/nylon. 
Weight approx. 190 g/m². The fabric has a waterproof rating of 
5,000 mm and breathability of 5,000 g/m²/24h. Wash at 40°.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 705078725  Red/grey/black
 705078738  Grey/black/red
 705078769  Navy/black/grey
 705078799  Black/black/red

Sky Dry winter jacket

Padded jacket with a removable hood, high, protective collar, 
wind placket over the zip. Can be tightened at the hem for a 
snug fit. Many practical pockets, ID card pocket and D-ring 
inside the right-hand pocket. Feature several reflectors to 
improve visibility in the dark. Inside the jacket are a pen pocket, 
mobile phone pocket and pocket with zip. Cuffs inside the 
sleeve ends. Zip at lower back allows space for logo printing. 
Fabric: 100% nylon, 190 g/m². The fabric has a waterproof rat-
ing of 5,000 mm and breathability of 5,000 g/m²/24h. The 
jacket has taped seams. Black. 
Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no.: 740076899    

Sky Dry winter trousers

Wind and waterproof winter trousers. A 
slightly wider elasticated waistband for com-
fort. The side and back pockets can be sealed. 
The trousers have pre-shaped knees, a snow 
lock and the leg bottoms can be opened to 
make it easier to pull the trousers on and off. 
100% polyamide/nylon, 190 g/m², 5,000 
mm, 5,000 g/m². Black. Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 2XL

Order no.: 223076899
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Pilot jacket

A really warm pilot jacket in water-resistant fabric. Two 
generous, double side pockets, a chest pocket and a 
so-called Napoleon pocket inside the front storm 
placket. Rib at waist and reinforced elbows. Inside the 
jacket is a zip which allows the jacket to be opened out 
if you want to print on the back, for example. Fabric 
65% polyester/35% cotton, 235 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 704077599    

Winter trousers

Practical winter trousers made of water-resistant fabric 
with lots of smart features. Two side pockets, two back 
pockets with flap, a leg pocket with "several pockets in 
one", ruler pocket, knee pockets, ID card pocket, zips in 
the ankles to make it easier to pull the trousers on and 
off and reflectors on the back of the legs. Reinforced 
knees. Please note, removable tool pockets can be 
ordered if required. Order no.: 907075099 and knee-
pads, order no. 972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric 65% 
polyester/35% cotton, 235 g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124

Order no.: 225077599    

Tool pockets

Functional, removable tool pockets with lots of prac-
tical pouches for tools, pens, etc. Ideal for attaching 
to winter trousers, art. no. 225077599. Fabric 100% 
polyamide, 210 g/m². Wash at 60º.

Order no.: 907075099    

Pilot jacket and winter trousers
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Pilot jacket

Pilot jacket with reinforcements. Warm and 
cosy pile-lined collar, wind-resistant placket 
behind the zip, cuffs atthe end of the sleeves 
and many pockets. 100% polyester, 260 g/
m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no.: 738076569  Navy
 738076599  Black

Winter pilot jacket

Practical, comfortable pilot jacket that enables 
good ease of movement. Ideal for service pro-
fessionals and drivers who are often hopping in 
and out of their vehicles. The jacket has all the 
pockets you need, including a special mobile 
phone pocket. The jacket keeps the elements 
out with its cosy pile lining and protective storm 
placket. Made of 100% polyester. Weight 260 
g/m². Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no.:751006569  Navy
751006599  Black

Winter parka jacket

Padded winter parka made of a water-repellent material. Spa-
cious side pockets, zip/up chest pocket, pockets for pens, 
horizontal pocket above the waist. Waist and hem with draw-
string. Adjustable cuffs with a warming wristlet inside. Rein-
forced elbows, detachable and adjustable hood. Inside the 
parka is a napoleon pocket, two inner pockets and a zip 
which allows the jacket to be opened out if you want to print 
on the back, for example. Fabric 65% polyester/35% cotton. 
235 g/m². Wash at 40°. 

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no.: 736077599    
New!

Parka and pilot jackets
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Winter boiler suit

Winter boiler suit with knee pockets

The boiler suit keeps out the wind and rain but is not 
completely waterproof. It has reinforcements, a ruler 
pocket with a knife button and kneepad pockets. Two-
way zip on the legs allows easy access when wearing 
boots. The hood can be removed. Navy. 100% polyes-
ter, 260 g/m².  Use approved, short kneepads, order 
no.: 972291 or 972293. Wash at 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no.: 876076569    

Winter boiler suit
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Choose the right size of Björnkläder clothing for you
You and your clothing perform better when your garments are of the right size. To make sure you get 
the right size, take your body measurements as illustrated and compare them with the sizing chart which 
also shows body measurements. When designing the garments, we add the accessories that ensure ease 
of movement and comfort.

A. Bust:
Around the fullest part of the 
bust

B. Waist:
Around the natural waistline

C. Hips:
Around the fullest part of the 

hips

D. Inside leg:
Down the inside leg from the 
crotch to the sole of the foot

A

B

C

D

Men's sizes (this indicates body measurements, not the garment)      

Average height and build C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62
A Chest    84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124
B Waist    72 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120
C Hips    90 93 97 101 105 109 113 117 121 125 129
D Inside leg   77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 84 85 85

XS S S M M L L XL XL 2XL 2XL (cont. below)

Average height and build C64 C66 C68 C70
A Chest    128 132 136 140
B Waist    126 132 138 144
C Hips    133 137 141 145
D Inside leg   86 86 86 86

3XL 3XL 4XL 4XL       

Tall, average build C144 C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156 C158
A Chest     88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116
B Waist     76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108
C Hips     93 97 101 105 109 113 117 121
D Inside leg    83 84 85 86 87 88 89 89

Short, stout   D88 D92 D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120 D124
A Chest     88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124
B Waist     82 86 90 94 98 103 108 114 120 126
C Hips     95 99 103 107 111 115 119 123 127 131
D Inside leg    74 75 76 77 78 79 80 80 81 81

Women's sizes (this indicates body measurements, not the garment)

   C34 C36 C38 C40 C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58
A Bust    80 84 88 92 96 100 104 110 116 122 128 134 138
B Waist    66 69 72 76 80 84 88 94 100 106 112 118 124
C Hips    90 93 96 99 102 106 110 116 122 128 134 140 146
D Inside leg   78 79 80 80 81 81 81 82 82 82 83 83 83

XS S S M M L L XL XL 2XL 2XL 3XL 3XL

Find the right size
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Find the right size



Order the right size - convert to & from inches 
The right size improves the function of your workwear garments. Check your body 
measurements according to the sketch to determine what size you need. The extra inches 
to make the clothes comfortable are added by us when we construct the garments.

Conversion table, Waist x Inseam, Men’s sizes
C44   =   30x30  30x30 = C44 

C46   =   32x30  32x30 = C46

C48   =   33x32  32x32 = C146

C50   =   34x32  33x30 = D92

C52   =   36x32  33x32 = C48

C54   =   38x32  33x34 = C148

C56   =   40x32  34x30 = D96

C58   =   42x34  34x32 = C50

C60   =   44x34  34x34 = C150

C62   =   48x34  36x30 = D100

C64   =   50x34  36x32 = C52

C146 =   32x32  36x34 = C152

C148 =   33x34  38x30 = D104

C150 =   34x34  38x32 = C54

C152 =   36x34  38x34 = C154

C154 =   38x34  40x30 = D108

C156 =   40x34  40x32 = C56

C158 =   42x36  40x34 = C156

D92   =   33x30  42x32 = D112

D96   =   34x30  42x34 = C58

D100 =   36x30  42x36 = C158

D104 =   38x30  44x32 = D116

D108 =   40x30  44x34 = C60

D112 =   42x32  46x32 = D120

D116 =   44x32  48x34 = C62

D120 =   46x32  50x32 = D124

D124 =   50x32  50x34 = C64

Conversion table, Waist x Inseam, Women’s sizes
C34 = 26x31 26x31 = C34 

C36 = 27x31 27x31 = C36

C38 = 28x31 28x31 = C38

C40 = 30x31 30x31 = C40

C42 = 32x32 32x32 = C42

C44 = 33x32 33x32 = C44

C46 = 35x32 35x32 = C46

C48 = 37x32 37x32 = C48

C50 = 39x32 39x32 = C50
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